This paper describes a method of creating synthetic treebanks for cross-lingual dependency parsing using a combination of machine translation (including pivot translation), annotation projection and the spanning tree algorithm. Sentences are first automatically translated from a lesser-resourced language to a number of related highly-resourced languages, parsed and then the annotations are projected back to the lesser-resourced language, leading to multiple trees for each sentence from the lesser-resourced language. The final treebank is created by merging the possible trees into a graph and running the spanning tree algorithm to vote for the best tree for each sentence. We present experiments aimed at parsing Faroese using a combination of Danish, Swedish and Norwegian. In a similar experimental setup to the CoNLL 2018 shared task on dependency parsing we report state-of-the-art results on dependency parsing for Faroese using an off-theshelf parser.
Introduction
In this paper, we describe and compare a number of approaches to cross-lingual parsing for Faroese, a Nordic language spoken by approximately 66,000 people on the Faroe Islands in the North Atlantic. Faroese is a moderately underresourced language. It has a standardised orthography and fairly long written tradition, but lacks large syntactically-annotated corpora. There are however related well-resourced languages, such as Norwegian (both Bokmål and Nynorsk), Danish and Swedish for which large syntacticallyannotated corpora exist.
Compared with the other Nordic languages, Faroese has a full nominal case system of four cases: Nominative, Genitive, Accusative and Dative, where the other languages have only a Genitive case. It has three grammatical genders, like Norwegian Nynorsk, but unlike Norwegian Bokmål, Danish and Swedish, which have a twogender agreement system. Like the other Nordic languages, it is a verb-second (V2) language and the word order is generally similar. Faroese is however not mutually intelligible with any of the mainland Nordic languages.
Using these treebanks we perform experiments using two well-known methods, delexicalised parsing (Zeman and Resnik, 2008; McDonald et al., 2011) and synthetic treebanking using annotation projection (Tiedemann and Agić, 2016) , and in addition propose a new method based on voting over possible projected trees using the maximum spanning tree algorithm. This can be thought of as creating a synthetic treebank where the tree for each sentence is the result of voting over the set of trees generated by parsing different translations.
The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows: Section 2 describes prior work on both Faroese and on cross-lingual dependency parsing; Section 3 describes the resources we used for the experiments, including a description of how the gold-standard for Faroese was made; Section 4 describes the methodology, including both the baseline models and our proposed method. Sections 5 and 6 de-scribe the experiments we performed and the results and discussion respectively and finally: Section 7 describes future avenues for research and Section 8 concludes.
Prior work
Our work is closely related to two main trends in cross-lingual dependency parsing. The first is multi-source delexicalised dependency parsing as described by McDonald et al. (2011) .
The second is the work on synthetic treebanking by Tiedemann and Agić (2016); Tiedemann (2017) . In these works, sentences in the target language (e.g. Faroese) is first translated by a machine translation system to a well-resourced language (e.g. Norwegian). The machine-translated Norwegian sentences are then parsed by a parser trained on a treebank of Norwegian, and word aligned to the Faroese originals. The output tree from the Norwegian parser is then projected back to the Faroese sentences via the word alignments.
In terms of voting for parse trees, the CoNLL shared task on dependency parsing in 2007 (Nivre et al., 2007) reported that using a similar architecture to the one we describe here, they were able to get significantly better results by combining the trees produced by the top three systems, and found that even after adding all the systems, including the worst-performing system, the performance did not drop below that of the top-performing system.
Our work is very similar to Agić et al. (2016) , in that we use spanning tree to find the best parse in a graph that has been induced from aligned parallel corpora. However, their focus is on crosslinguality rather than on producing the best system for a related language, and as such the performance they report is lower.
It is also worth noting the work by Schlichtkrull and Søgaard (2017) , who present a system that can learn from dependency graphs over tokens as opposed to over the well-formed dependency trees that are typically assumed for other systems.
In terms of dependency parsing specifically for Faroese, we can include the work by Antonsen et al. (2010) , who apply a slightly-modified rulebased parser written for North Sámi to parsing Faroese. They achieved good results, F-score of over 0.98, on a small test set of 100 sentences. Unfortunately their work is not directly comparable as it relies on a very different annotation scheme to that which we use in our work, in addition they did not evaluate end-to-end results (the evaluation was done over gold standard POS and morphology).
Resources
In the experiments we used raw Faroese text extracted from Wikipedia, a manually created gold-standard corpus of trees, treebanks for the source languages (Danish, Swedish and Norwegian) and machine translation systems between the languages. The following subsections describe these resources.
Raw data
The Faroese raw data that we used in our experiments comes from Wikipedia dump which was preliminary cleaned of all the markup using the WikiExtractor script. 1 Then, both manually and via regular expressions, we deleted non-Faroese texts, poetic texts, reference lists, short sentences with little or no dependencies. All sentences containing only non-alphanumeric symbols were also deleted.
For sentence segmentation we used regular expressions splitting on sentence-final punctuation, but taking care to ignore month names, ordinal numbers and abbreviations. After cleaning the corpus we ended up with a total of 28,862 sentences. This data was used in the creation of the gold standard ( §3.2) and in creating the parallel data used for the synthetic treebanking experiments ( §4.2).
Gold standard
In order to evaluate the methods we needed to create a gold-standard treebank of Faroese. This was done manually by annotating sentences from the Faroese Wikipedia. 2 The gold standard contains 10,002 tokens in 1,208 sentences. The annotation procedure was as follows: We extracted sentences from the Faroese Wikipedia and analysed them using the Faroese morphological analyser and constraint grammar described by Trosterud (2009) . This gave us a corpus where for each token in each sentence we had a lemma, a part of speech and a set of morphological features. These were checked manually and on top of these analyses, a dependency tree was added according to the guidelines in version 2.0 of Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016) . Each tree was added manually by the The part-of-speech tags and features were converted automatically to ones compatible with Universal Dependencies using a lookup table and the longest-match set overlap procedure described in Gökırmak and Tyers (2017) .
Other treebanks
For training the delexicalised models we used the following treebanks: UD_Swedish-Talbanken, UD_Danish-DDT (Johannsen et al., 2015) , UD_Norwegian-Bokmaal (Øvrelid and Hohle, 2016) and UD_Norwegian-Nynorsk. Some statistics about these treebanks are presented in Table 1 .
Machine translation
Faroese is not supported by the mainstream online machine translation engines and there are very few parallel sentence pairs available. For example, the widely-cited OPUS collection (Tiedemann, 2016) contains fewer than 7,000 sentences pairs for Faroese-Danish, Faroese-English, FaroeseNorwegian and Faroese-Swedish. This makes creating a corpus-based machine translation model unlikely to succeed. There is however a prototype rule-based machine translation system from Faroese to Norwegian Bokmål available through the Apertium project (Forcada et al., 2011) . 4 This system has a vocabulary coverage of approximately 90% on the Faroese Wikipedia and supports translation of compound words. In addition to this system, systems for Norwegian Bokmål to Norwegian Nynorsk (Unhammer and Trosterud, 2009) and Norwegian Bokmål to Swedish and Danish also exist. As a result of this, we decided to use pivotting via Norwegian Bokmål to produce the translations (see §4.2).
3 Some of the discussions can be found in the issues page of the UD_Faroese-OFT repository: https://github.com/ UniversalDependencies/UD_Faroese-OFT/issues 4 https://github.com/apertium/apertium-fao-nor 
Methodology
In this section we describe the two baseline methods and our multi-source approach.
Delexicalised parsing
For the delexicalised parsing baseline, we trained delexicalised models on the Swedish, Danish, Norwegian Bokmål and Norwegian Nynorsk Universal Dependencies treebanks. Delexicalised models are models trained only on the sequence of POStags and morphological features, omitting both lemmas and surface forms. The idea behind this is to make the model maximally language independent.
Annotation projection
For each of the source languages (Swedish, Danish, Norwegian Bokmål, and Norwegian Nynorsk), we first translated the Faroese Wikipedia ( §3.1) to that language using the Apertium machine translation system. In the case of Swedish, Danish and Norwegian Nynorsk, the translation is pivoted via Norwegian Bokmål. This is demonstrated in Figure 1 .
The original Faroese text and the translation is then aligned using fastalign (Dyer et al., 2013) , a word-aligned based on IBM Model 2. Both translations and alignments are largely word-for-word and monotonic.
We then parse the translation using a lexicalised model trained on the training portion of the relevant treebank using UDPipe (Straka and Straková, 2017) . This results in a collection of: original Faroese sentences, translations of those sentences, a word-by-word alignment between the Faroese sentences and the translated sentences, and a tree for each of the translated sentences. The next step is to take the trees over the translated sentences and project them back to the original Faroese sentences, as is shown in Figure 2 .
The final trees are then used for training a lexicalised model using UDPipe for parsing Faroese. 
Language

Multi-source projection
With multi-source projection we add some additional steps. Instead of training a model on sentences which have had annotation projected from a single source language, we take into account the annotation for the sentence from all of the languages. We first build a dependency graph for each Faroese sentence using the arcs found in all of the parsed translations of that sentence. The arcs are weighted, like in the voting scheme from the CoNLL-07 shared task (Nivre et al., 2007) , such that each language is counted as a single vote for that arc. The dependency relations are voted for independently after the best tree has been found.
To find the best tree in the weighted graph, we use the maximum-spanning tree (MST) algorithm of Chu (1965); Edmonds (1967) . This algorithm is widely used in dependency parsing, cf. McDonald et al. (2005) . The algorithm is composed of the following steps:
1. For each vertex, pick the the incoming edge with the highest weight. Figure 3 shows the graph produced from the running example and the result of running the spanning tree algorithm.
Experiments
In order to evaluate the performance of multisource synthetic treebank model, we conduct several experiments in which we compare the performance of our models to the baseline methods: delexicalised parsing (see §4.1) and synthetic treebanking (see §4.2).
For each model, we trained tagger and parser UDPipe models with the default settings (20 epochs for tagger and 10 epochs for parser).
Results
Here we present a comparison between the performance of baseline models described in Section 4 and that of the model trained on the multi-source synthetic treebank described in Section 4.3 measured against the gold standard. Table 3 shows the F-measure for POS tagging and labelled-attachment score (LAS) and unlabelled-attachment score (UAS) for dependency relations. The best results for each approach are shown in bold.
Future work
One promising avenue for future work is to improve the way in which trees are projected into the lesser-resourced language. At the moment this is done in a deterministic fashion using the 1-best alignment from the word aligner. This has two primary drawbacks: (1) It could be however that there exist better alignments, but we miss them by choosing only the best; and (2) we then have to use imperfect heuristics to attempt to make a valid tree when the alignments do not result in one. One idea we have had would be to view the projection problem as one of finding the best tree in a graph of alignments. These alignments could come from several word aligners, or even from using simple attachment rules such as in e.g. Alonso et al. (2017) .
Another avenue is to improve how arcs in the projected graph are weighted. At the moment we do only raw voting, but information from other languages in terms of distribution of part-of-speech tags, features and dependency relations could potentially improve the results. Table 3 : Results for the systems. Delexicalised models are trained directly on the target language treebank and applied directly.
In bold are the best results for delexicalised parsing, projected parsing and parsing with multi-source trees. In all cases the multi-source model outperforms all others.
In addition, we would like to try increasing the number of trees used to build the graph in the source language. One possibility is to use different parsers to generate different trees, and another is to use more machine translation systems to produce more translations to align.
We would also like to try the approach with other language groups for which there are several related treebanks in the Universal Dependencies project, for instance Upper Sorbian.
Conclusion
We have presented a method of creating synthetic training data for parsing a moderately underresourced language for dependency parsing by using pivot machine translation into several closelyrelated better-resourced languages. By training an off-the-shelf parser on this synthetic treebank we are able to substantially improve on the state of the art for dependency parsing of Faroese, a moderately under-resourced language. All of the code is available under a free/open-source licence online. 5
